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By Gurwitch, Annabelle

Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Penguin US | Stories About My Family You Might Relate To | A
hysterically funny and slyly insightful new collection of essays from New York Times bestselling
author Annabelle Gurwitch, about her own family of scam artists and hucksters, as well as the
sisterhoods, temporary tribes, communities, and cults who have become surrogates along the
way.When Annabelle Gurwitch was a child, surrounded by a cast of epically dysfunctional relatives,
she secretly prayed that it was all a terrible mistake. Maybe she was a long-lost daughter of Joni
Mitchell or the reincarnation of an ancient Egyptian princess. A family of bootleggers, gamblers,
and philanderers, the Gurwitches have always been a bit vague on the ideal of a loving and
supportive family. Their definition includes people you can count on to borrow money from, hold a
grudge against, or blackmail. Thus began a lifetime of Annabelle seeking out surrogates. If
she&apos;s learned anything, it&apos;s that no matter how hard you try to escape a crazy family,
you just end up in another crazy family.With a wry wit and healthy dose of irresistible selfdeprecation, Gurwitch asks: Who and what makes a family in our modern society? Is it our blood...
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Reviews
The book is fantastic and great. I have got read through and i am confident that i will planning to read yet again once again in the foreseeable future. I
found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Pr of. Nicole Zieme
A high quality book as well as the font applied was fascinating to see. It generally fails to charge excessive. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
enjoyment of studying a composed book.
-- B r a nt Da ch
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